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Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) is an enabling technology to current modern cryptography which utilizes nature properties of light to transfer key information safely over an unsecured channel. Via this application, both communicating parties can share an identical secret key for their chosen cryptographic scheme in various applications which demand a protection to their highly important message.

A designated key bits reconciliation method is known as QKD protocol. The first ever protocol introduced and popularly used is the Bennett and Brassard 1984 (BB84) protocol. However the implementation with current technology has restricted its primary capability to guarantee the security of secret key establishment. As a result, it is vulnerable to Eavesdropping attack. This leads many works on practical protocol and the most significant contribution having used the same setup as the
BB84 protocol is the Scarani, Acin, Ribordy and Gisin 2004 (SARG04) protocol. The SARG04 is more robust against photon number splitting attacks and double the BB84 critical transmission distance. Nevertheless SARG04 protocol still has lower percentage of sifted key bit compared to BB84 protocol.

Therefore this study has embarked its objectives on identifying and proposing a new QKD protocol which can improve the robustness while allowing higher final key length. The alternative protocol is designed by combining the existing SARG04 decoding with improved SARG04 decoding (ISARG04). Unlike SARG04 which discards any inconclusive result from his measurement, ISARG04 will always accept the non orthogonal state with half probability of error.

The robustness of the proposed protocol is simulated based on simple Intercept Resend attack and photon number splitting attacks in quantum key distribution. This new protocol is robust up to two photons per pulse and has an improvement to secure transmissions of bits at higher link loss, up to 26.7 dB.

In summary, this work has presented an improved discrete variable protocol which improved the sifted key length and robust to eavesdropping. It is hope that, this contribution might be a breakthrough for near future QKD protocol.
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Pengagihan Kekunci Kuantum (QKD) adalah suatu teknologi mampam kepada kriptografi moden pada masa kini dimana ia memanfaatkan sifat-sifat semulajadi cahaya untuk memindahkan maklumat tentang kekunci tersebut dengan selamat melalui talian yang tidak dilindungi. Melalui aplikasi ini, kedua-dua pihak yang berhubung mampu berkongsi kekunci rahsia yang sama bagi kegunaan skim kriptografi untuk pelbagai aplikasi yang memerlukan perlindungan kepada data atau mesej yang sangat penting.

Teknik pemadanan bagi bit-bit kuantum yang mewakili maklumat kekunci tersebut dikenali sebagai protokol QKD. Protokol yang terawal dan paling popular diaplikasikan sehingga kini ialah protokol BB84. Walau bagaimanapun pelaksanaannya dengan menggunakan teknologi masa kini adalah sangat terhad dan di bawah keupayaan sebenar yang boleh dicapai oleh protokol ini iaitu bagi
menjamin perlindungan di dalam penghasilan kekunci rahsia. Ini mengakibatnya ia mudah terdedah kepada serangan penceroboh. Keadaan ini telah mendorong lebih banyak penyelidikan untuk menghasilkan protokol yang praktikal dan di antara sumbangan terpenting di dalam penyelidikan tersebut ialah pengenalan kepada protokol SARG04 yang boleh diaplikasikan menggunakan tatacara pemasangan yang serupa seperti protokol BB84. SARG04 lebih kebal terhadap serangan penyisihan nombor foton dan menawarkan dua kali ganda jarak penghantaran kritikal protokol BB84. Walaupun begitu, protokol SARG04 masih menghasilkan kadar peratusan sisihan bit kekunci yang rendah berbanding protokol BB84.

Oleh itu kajian ini telah memfokuskan kajiannya kepada pengenalan protocol alternatif yang dapat menambah kekebalan jarak selamat penghantaran kekunci di samping menghasilkan kekunci akhir yang lebih panjang. Protokol yang dicadangkan ini telah menggabungkan kaedah ayakan bit SARG04 dengan kaedah saringan ISARG04. Tidak seperti SARG04 yang terpaksa menyisihkan pengukuran yang tidak pasti, ISARG04 menerima hasil pengukuran yang tidak ortogonal tersebut dengan kebarangkalian separuh ralat.

Kekebalan protokol ini disimulasi berdasarkan serangan mudah ‘halang dan hantar semula’ dan serangan pecahan bilangan foton. Protokol ini kebal terhadap serangan penceroboh pada kadar dua foton bagi satu denyut isyarat dan mempunyai penambahbaikan untuk melindungi penghantaran bit kekunci pada kehilangan talian kritikal yang lebih tinggi sehingga 26.7 dB.
Secara keseluruhan, kajian ini telah mengemukakan suatu penambahbaikan protokol yang dapat meningkatkan panjang bit kekunci saringan dan kebal terhadap serangan penceroboh. Adalah diharapkan cadangan ini mampu menawarkan penyelesaian praktikal baru pada masa terdekat kepada protokol Pengagihan Kekunci Kuantum.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Evolution of Information Security

Communication is a part of natural desire that the human being need to interact, transfer and share information between them. A communication system is based on the fundamental basis of exchanging data between two parties. The development of communication technology has undergone many stages and advances. As far as important information is concerned, various ways of concealing private information have also been introduced over times. This act of hiding the information such that only the rightful users can share the original message is known as cryptography [1].

Cryptography is a combination of Greek’s words, kryptos (hidden or secret), and graphein (to write) respectively [1]. A cryptographic algorithm, known as cipher, is used to define the information conversion [2]. An anonymous or unintended user that try to forge the information, fall into other category called as cryptanalysis which is an art of breaking the code. Both areas of cryptography and cryptanalysis are called cryptology [3].

Dated back before 3000 CE, ancient Egypt kingdoms had developed a non-military cryptography known as hieroglyphics to record information [4]. Later, the development of different cryptography extends its application in military-based cryptography. Among
the early known cryptography been used was the skytale cipher. It was believed to be the first transposition cipher introduced for military campaign by the ancient Greeks and Spartans [1], [2].

The merging of computer science and data communications between 1970s and 1980s has changed the way cryptography work [5]. Modern cryptography schemes namely symmetry key cryptography and public key cryptography have been introduced which extend its application in public services such as electronic banking, securing patients medical records, delivering votes in municipal elections and so on.

A symmetric key cryptography development period covers both traditional (precomputer era) and modern era [3]. This type of conventional cryptography allows only an identical key for both users to perform encryption and decryption, meaning that both sender and receiver must have the same key. The traditional period are based on the substitution or transposition techniques. In modern era, the symmetric key cryptography involves multiple stage of substitution and transposition of an encryption [3]. Hence, it resulted in the algorithm to be more secured in term of its robustness against cryptanalysis. An example of deploying this principle has been seen in a system known as rotor machines. It is a mechanical machine that is driven by electricity that outputs unique ciphertext every time a letter is fed at the input. Moreover this idea has paved the way to the introduction of Data Encryption Standard (DES) in modern era of symmetric key cryptography [3].
The introduction of DES was adopted in 1977 as information security standard and over times, many new schemes (such as 3DES, Advance Encryption System (AES)) were introduced with response to the weaknesses by previous design. The fact that the security that makes up symmetric key cryptography is based on key length has opened the possibility of attack. This is true since the hardware prices will continue to drop as the processing speed increases that will benefit the cryptanalysis [3]. The only solution is to have the length of a secret key as large as the message and reused is not permitted [2], [3]. One time pad is the only proven secure cipher but impractical as it needs a huge and constant supply of key to encryption process [2], [3], [6]. Moreover, the main limitation to this cryptography is to distribute the key within legal users. Conventional methods such as face to face meeting or courier services might not suitable especially for long distance communication and bare risks. For that matter, the public key cryptography has been introduced to cater the key distribution problem [3], [7]. The public key cryptography provides two types of keys to the respective users who want to share confidential information together. One is the private key which owned only by recipient while the other is known as public key which is used by sender to encrypt the data. Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) is widely used and is the pioneering public cryptography scheme [3].

Basically all public key cryptography algorithms are based on mathematical functions. For that matter, its security relies on the key length and computational work to break the cipher. In other word, both keys is related by mathematical one way function that make it hard to deduce a private key from a known public key [1]. The term ‘hard’ connotes the time taken to do the factoring are huge, thus making the secret information no more
valuable to the attacker as both user already finished their business. However the probability of having an efficient factoring algorithm cannot be ruled out as it may significantly reduce the time taken and will benefit the attacker. In addition, Peter Shor (person who introduce Shor's algorithm in 1994 which runs on a quantum computer to break public-key cryptography schemes)[8] has devised a quantum computer algorithm to reduce factoring time and therefore inventing quantum computer is possible in near future [9]. With the realization of quantum computer, most current public-key cryptosystem will end up broken within seconds and highly important data will be at stake.

Although the realization is expected to take tens of years, the threat must be dealt in serious manner. Any new threat due to the advancement of technology will result in further compromise to the secrecy of data such as in military, banking, and so on. Fortunately the introduction of quantum key distribution in 1984 has relieved many, in such a way it helps to solve the security of a cryptographic key faced by the available cryptography schemes as mention earlier and not vulnerable against quantum computer. Based on the fundamental law of quantum mechanics, this new enabling innovation will promise an unconditional security to the threat faced by modern cryptography [9], [10], [8], [11].

1.2 Problem Statement

Quantum cryptography (QC) or quantum key distribution (QKD) has become an important technology in the world of cryptology. The unique feature of protection to
encrypt keys distribution underlined by the quantum mechanics theorems, made this technology possible to be implemented to any available modern encryption system by adding the safety feature imposed by the current demand of data protection [9], [10], [12].

Since its introduction in 1984, it has endured various challenges to date. The early stage of its milestones involves developing foundation concept of QKD. These include the introduction of Bennett and Brassard 1984 (BB84), entangle states and Bennett 1992 (B92) protocols. The first in-principle demonstration of the BB84 protocol was the first laboratory work done experimentally to realize the idea physically [13]. As a result of the work, it has sparked an era of competition between the experimentalist and theorists. The experimentalists were actively involved in bringing out the laboratory experimental work to deploying it in the real world. They have achieved to demonstrate QKD deployment over increasing distance. Meanwhile the theorists with the same motivation have proposed various protocols and security proofs derivation. The effect from this competition has broadened the gap between the different parties such that the security proofs were derived for idealized setup while the practical setup implementation were done without considering seriously security perspective [9].

Fortunately, the awareness of this gap got noticed as a result of discovery of photon number splitting (PNS) attacks. The groups later began to cooperate in making the QKD implementable with available technology yet guarantee the security with reasonable proofs. Works on making QKD practical with existing infrastructure is a thoroughgoing research, thus making rooms for improvements in several sectors such as the photon sources, photons detectors, quantum channels and protocols [9], [10].
Among the significant contribution through the cooperation yield methods to minimize the PNS threat such as the introduction of SARG04 [9]. The SARG04 is more robust against photon number splitting attacks and its ultimate limit of robustness (in the case of zero errors) is shifted from approximately 50 km up to 100 km (as compared to BB84) [14]. Nevertheless SARG04 protocol still has lower percentage of sifted key bit compared to BB84 protocol.

Thus, having a shared key with longer final key while ensuring its security during key distribution are substantially essential [9], [10]. Therefore this study has embarked its objectives on identifying and proposing an alternative technique for SARG04 protocol which can improve the robustness while allowing higher final key length.

1.3 Objectives

In general, the main objective of this research is to design and develop a new QKD protocol which offers improvement to the sifted key rate and secure key transmission distance against common Eve attacks. In specific, the objectives of this thesis are:

i. To study and analyze the strength and weakness of in-used prepare and measure with discrete variable coding QKD protocol.

ii. To design an algorithm for implementing new decoding rules.

iii. To propose a protocol using the new decoding rules and SARG04 for better performance in term of robustness.
iv. To evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol and compare against the most popularly deployed QKD protocol.

1.4 Scope of Work

This thesis covers the system theoretical modeling and simulations. Details of the scope are shown in the K-Chart [15] shown in Figure 1.1. The figure summarizes the whole study including the scope of study, methodology, design and performance parameters used in the analysis.

The scope of this research focuses on prepare and measure protocol for point to point fiber optics quantum key distribution where a new protocol is introduced. In order to carry out the work, a methodology has been underlined in developing a new decoding scheme and modeled the way the protocol determines its final output. Then the protocol is simulated in term of its working principle and robustness against common attacks which considering ideal and real scenario of a QKD set-up.

All the results are clearly categorized under certain design and performance parameters as specified in the Figure 1.1. The results are important in evaluating the protocol for each methodology.
Figure 1.1. Research overview
1.5 Organization of the Thesis

The organization of this thesis is described as follows:

Chapter 1 begins with introduction and brief review on the milestone of quantum cryptography and followed by the objectives of the study, scope of the work and problem statement.

The implementation issues are described briefly in the early part of Chapter 2 while the rest part of the chapter describes in details the established QKD protocols and states the reasons of choosing the BB84 and SARG04 protocols as the main pillars in developing this new protocol.

In Chapter 3, the methodology used in this research of the proposed protocol is presented. It includes a combination of new decoding rule and the SARG04 decoding scheme, sifting process and the robustness test against basic IR and PNS attacks.

In Chapters 4, the performance evaluation of the proposed protocol is presented and discussed thoroughly. In this chapter, improved performance of the protocol is discussed based on the obtained results and is compared against the BB84 and SARG04 protocols which are the existing QKD protocols.

Finally, the conclusions and the proposed future works are drawn in Chapter 5.
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